Ultra Friendly Line expands
Pioneer Athletics continues to revolutionize the athletics industry by being the only manufacturer of Zero-VOC, EPA recognized “Design for the Environment” (DfE) athletic field marking paints. As a result of the great success of their first Earth-friendly paint, Brite Stripe Ultra Friendly, Pioneer has introduced their second and third paints in the UF family, Game Day Ultra Friendly is the first premium-pigment paint with enhanced optical brighteners and an environmentally conscious formula. StarLine Ultra Friendly is a bag-in-a-box paint that is both an alternative to aerosols and a companion to the StarLiner athletic field striping system.

New The Rok striper machine
The Rok is a new concept combining benefits of the riding and pedestrian (push) striper to produce an extremely productive and versatile machine. The environmentally friendly electric e-Rok, is used in conjunction with the Kombi or BeamRider, allowing you the option to either ride and paint or demount the Kombi/BeamRider for traditional use. The Rok has a low center of gravity with rack and pinion steering, allowing precise control and making it easy to produce quality straight lines. No fuel, no maintenance and no noise.

Conco high-visibility paints
Bright and versatile, Conco Acrylic Athletic Field Marking Paint is ideal for baseball, football, soccer, and other athletic fields at schools, universities, and parks. Our quick-drying, easy-to-apply bright white paint is enhanced with optical brighteners that maximize line visibility. This cost-effective formula can be applied to both natural grass and artificial turf, and may be reduced up to 200% with water. Our formula lasts longer than powdered marking materials, and is available in White, Bright White, and hundreds of other colors.

Beacon Field Mark system
Take the hassles out of using a tape measure and batter’s box templates every time you mark the field. Permanent Field Marks reduce marking time. Placed at the perfect depth with the installation tool, they remain noticeable when marking but won’t interfere with play. Mark corners of the batter’s box, defining edge of baselines/foul lines, soccer goal corners, end zone and football field edges.
“UltraLite” and GH irrigation hose
Kochek Company introduces their new UltraLite hose. This multi-purpose and lightweight irrigation hose has a rigid 1-inch diameter meeting the needs of sports turf, golf and all irrigation market applications. The 1-inch diameter has a 1-inch full flow coupling; the 1 ¼-inch diameter has a standard coupling with 1-inch fitting.

The GH Series Irrigation Hose is a high quality hose that has a smooth black PVC inner tube. The cover is smooth opaque green PVC compound reinforced with high tensile strength yarn. It is available in 1 and ¾ inch diameters as well as in different lengths. It is equipped with barb couplings and can be ordered with 1-inch full flow couplings (for 1-in. hose only).

www.kochek.com

AuditMaster helps evaluate sprinkler performance
Underhill introduces AuditMaster, a professional irrigation auditing kit that helps trained sports field personnel measure the amount of water that is being applied and determine if sprinklers are performing to expectations. The LT Kit includes all the tools necessary to audit and evaluate system performance, based on Irrigation Association Guidelines and covered in IA audit classes. The kit sets up quickly and results are typically determined the same day.

The AuditMaster kit includes: A heavy-duty wheeled duffle bag to store the equipment; 30 large CatchCanPro cups with inches and centimeters; 100-foot measuring tape; ¾” POC hose bib with 160 psi pressure gauge; pitot tube attached to a 30-inch flex hose with 160 psi pressure gauge; sprayhead tester adapter with 160 psi pressure gauge; stop watch; anemometer; yellow marking flags (50); 21-inch wire staff and 4” x 5” flag. CatchCanPro water cups are self-standing and easily anchor into the turf or on adjoining slopes. Constructed from durable polypropylene, the efficient design allows for shorter test times.

www.underhill.us

Updated kit for Thatch Master
TurfTime Equipment LLC, new owner of Thatch Master, introduces a new update kit that will convert all Thatch Master models to 2010 features. The assembled kit includes a heavy hex shaft with the new stackable ¼” wide spacers that interlock with the new seven point carbide tipped blades in optional 1, 2 or 3 mm thickness plus a heavier drive line of #50 chain and sprockets. The upgrade kit is less than half the cost of a new unit.

www.TurfTimeEq.com

Tru Mark paint boom accessory
Save time striping football hash marks and wide area boundaries with Tru Mark’s Paint Boom Accessory. Heavy duty bolt on bracket assembly with slide on and off feature supports quick accessory attachment for both the Tru Mark Model E-100 and Graco FieldLazer. The 4 x 24-inch, lightweight aluminum paint box makes quick striping on existing hash marks and new wider boundary areas along the sidelines and for end zone marking.

www.athleticfieldmarker.com